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Flat geometry Display records from 1 to 5 of the 43 available records. The rummation shown in Figure 1 was the result of the unification of the centers of four contact circuits, rays of the same measure. Figure 1 By folding the radius of two circuits centered on opposite rand vertices and
maintaining the tangency configuration, the situation is obtained, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 Rand circuit in Figure 2, compared with the rand circuit in Figure 1, had an increase of O A) 300% B) 200% C) 150% D) 100% E) 50% climb The following number represents the TRIANGLE
ABC, with AB = 5, BE = y, EC = 4, CF = x and AF = 6-x. Point D is the centre of the TRIANGLE ABC. x + y = A) 199/30 B) 766/111 C) 4 D) 511/3 E) 13/2 climb To determine the distance of the boat to the beach, the sailor used the following procedure: from point A, measured the angle of
view α aiming at the fixed point P of the beach. Keeping the boat in the same direction, she followed point B so that you could see the same P point on the beach, but from a 2\alpha viewing angle. The figure illustrates this situation: the trajectory of the boat Suppose the sailor measured the
angle \alpha = 30º and, after reaching point B, found that the boat had traveled a distance of AB = 2000 \text{ m}. Based on this data and maintaining the same trajectory, the shortest distance from the boat to the fixed point P will be A) 1000 \text{ m}. B) '1000 \sqrt{3} \text{ m}'. C) '2000
\sqrt{3}/3 \text{ m}'. D) '2000 \text{ m}'. E) '2000 \sqrt{3} \text{ m}'. climb segment '\bar{AB}' is the side of the normal hexagon of the area '\sqrt{3}'. Point P belongs to medium '\bar{AB}' in such a way that the area of the PAB triangle is worth '\sqrt{2}'. Then the distance from segment 'P' to
'\bar{AB}' is a) '\sqrt{2}' b) '2\sqrt{2}' c) '3\sqrt{2}' d) '\sqrt{3}' i) '2\sqrt{3}' climb available at . Accessed: 28 Apr 2010. The polygon that forms this walkway is immutable by the rotations around its center, a) 45°. B) 60°. C) 90°. D) 120°. E) 180°. Climbing tools for teachers or students ENEM
question battery, which you must ask until you reach 1000 points. Points are earned for performance, and problems increase or decrease in value because the above issues are resolved or misdued. Place criteria to collect a test by selecting discipline by filtering questions by topic,
organization, or number of issues in a personalized test. Set criteria to collect simulation by filtering questions by matter, organization, or number of issues as part of your custom proof. A battery of questions that compare amounts that stimulate comparative reasoning and visual perception.
Based on international exams such as the graduate game exam record. The battery of ENEM questions that present the resolutions to be up to 1000 points. Points are earned for performance, and problems increase or decrease in value because the above issues are resolved or misdued.
A battery of logical-deductive logical-deductive questions or reasoning. It covers certain concepts of algebra and geometry, but without much emphasis on specific parts of mathematics. Much of the geometry requested in Enem requires little or no calculation, with the advantage of questions



that evaluate recognition of the features of the figure and geometric transformations such as translation, rotation, and reflection. Among the competences and skills to be assessed are: The use of geometric knowledge to read and represent reality, including ways of acting on it. Identify flat or
spatial features. Interpret the location and movement of people/objects in 3D space. The questions selected below reveal these concerns:Question 149 - yellow version - Mathematics and its technologies - 2009RestBy observing the geometric features of the figure, the student must come to
option E, in which the rings intertwine according to the pattern observed in the figure statement: the left ring in front of the upper ring and behind the right ring; the right ring behind the upper ring and the front ring on the left; behind the left ring and in front of the right ring. Question 5 - yellow
version - study 2007CommentHere, as in the previous question, it is only necessary to observe the characteristics of numbers to recognize which of them can reproduce a real three-dimensional form. So only the structure of option E, which represents oktahedron, can be a real figure. It is
expected that the student will see - in numbers A, B, C and D - elements that, passing before or after each structure, prevent their specific existence. Articles / What's new exercise list with 56 questions of flat geometry taken from previous ENEM tests. Flat Geometry: Topics of list angle
areas and flat surfaces of the Polygon Circumference Significant similarity of triangular frequency flat geometry in ENEM Theme is one of the topics most discussed in ENEM, but it is important to have a mastery of the topic that can help solve other exercises (from other disciplines,
including, given the interdisciplinary so directed at ENEM). It should also be taken into account that given the TRI, you can not make an easy question (not only geometry, but any topic). So let's practice. If you would like to receive more materials for Vestibulandos Medicina, please contact
our community for free: This module counts a battery of 30 questions about flat geometry. We commented and solved exercises at all difficulty levels. Test your knowledge of flat geometry has worked so far! When marking an alternative you can verify what solution me salva teachers offer!.
Even if you have the right question, studying different resolutions is always beneficial for learning. Here comes the next edition of the National Baccalaureate Exam, and with it the dream of thousands of students, with his class, to get to college to begin the journey towards the conquest of a
university diploma. However, to this end, it is necessary to face the fact that for many students it is the biggest challenge in tests: mathematics. Yes, we know that just reading this name you already need to start shaking, biting your nails, can even make a sign of the cross, but there is
nowhere to run, whether you like it or not, you have to face it. Rest assured, we will show you how to unravel the mysteries of this difficult but understandable discipline. First of all, we will tell you something that you may already know, but it is always good to repeat: the area of knowledge
known as Mathematics and its technologies is one that has the greatest weight in the final average. That's why you need whatever happens to ensure a good rating. This, of course, will not happen overnight, but with the help of enem preparatory course, the mission will be much easier. In
this online course, you will prepare with video classes in the format of the study plan, that is, organized in the order of what is more likely to be charged in the test. They are still recorded by topic, and among them will be those who have fallen the most in exams in recent years: Proportional
amounts Sticker is stamped in all assessments, because it is practically impossible to pass the math exam, where there is no rule of three, percentage, reason and proportions are taken ... Charts and tablesKnow to interpret charts and tables will be fundamental to their good performance,
not just in relation to mathematics, as they also appear in physics and chemistry tests. Probability In this case, you may need to use concepts and definitions and even combinatorial analysis. The probability, you can be sure, will be part of the exam. Fractions and decimal numbersInduous
to solve problems with simple calculations, also often present in exams. Equations 1 and 2 degreeThose so famous that they help us solve problems that contain more than one variable. Questions of this kind, you can be sure, will be charged in evidence. GeometryYou will also learn in the
ENEM online course to calculate the surface of flat numbers such as triangles, squares, rectangles, etc., as well as geometric solids such as prism, cube, cone ... Believe me, it will be necessary! These are just a few. But please don't even think about leaving other content aside, but you
also deserve a lot of attention, especially those that involve features, percentage and financial mathematics, statistical bases and sets. And all these topics can be met with the best and effective approach where? During the preparatory process of ENEM. And not only with video classes will
help, but also with reviews in the middle of the year and another general before the race. Calma que tem mais... In its online course there is also a platform with all the enema problems already charged throughout history, with the right to video resolution. So, in addition to problem-solving
training, you can then see an expert teacher in the field showing you how to do it. For all disciplines, this type of practice is extremely important, but when it comes to mathematics, multiplie that meaning by five. True, you should answer as many ENEM Math questions as possible to test
your knowledge gained during the video lesson, gain even more baggage on topics, and consequently feel safe to mark the right alternatives on the day of the test. The National High School Exam as a whole doesn't have to be treated like a seven-headed animal, and the math is much less.
We all know that for some it is easier, while for others terror, but with the ENEM online course everyone is now at the same level, the chances are the same. Therefore, leave fear aside, focus, determination and good preparation, because then you will confirm that mathematics in ENEM
has no secret. Mystery.
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